McGaugh Elementary

Contact LAEF @ 562.799.4700 Ext. 80424 or
programdirector@laef4kids.org

January 23 – May 19

Credentialed/highly-qualified teachers teach all classes! Class size maximum is 17 students.
Visit www.LAEF4Kids.org/programs to register. Multi-class discounts available – 10% off the 2nd class and 15% off any
class thereafter. See registration website for “no class” days. Scholarships are available.
Class:
Surf Art
American Sign Language
Jiu Jitsu
Jiu Jitsu
Musical Theater
Musical Theater
"Ride the Wave" Art
Breakdance 101
Digital Media and Film
Surf Art
Safari Science Adventures
Safari Science Adventures
Surfeo Safari (Español)
Surfeo Safari (Español)
Salsa Dancing
Salsa Dancing
Basketball
Basketball
Surf Art

Teacher:
Shea Vititow
Rachel Schiller
Jerry Wetzel
Jerry Wetzel
Sonya Henning
Sonya Henning
Mrs. Epps
WeBreak Dance Co.
David Lebovitz
Shea Vititow
Melodie Fox
Melodie Fox
Daniele Schugg
Daniele Schugg
Sonya Henning
Sonya Henning
Christopher Vu
Christopher Vu

Grade
Level(s):
TK-K
K-4th
TK-K
1st-5th
TK-K
1st-5th
2nd-5th
1st-5th
3rd-5th
TK-1st
TK-K
1st-5th
TK-K
1st-4th
TK-K
1st-5th
TK-K
2nd-5th

Day:
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Wednesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Thursday
Thursday
Thursday
Friday
Friday
Friday
Friday

American Sign Language

Time:
1:20-2:15
2:25-3:30
1:20-2:15
2:25-3:30
1:20-2:15
2:25-3:30
2:30-4:00
12:45-1:50
12:45-1:50
12:45-1:50
1:20-2:15
2:25-3:30
1:20-2:15
2:25-3:30
1:20-2:15
2:25-3:30
1:20-2:15
2:25-3:30

Jiu Jitsu

On/before
Jan. 17:
$195
$195
$195
$195
$195
$195
$295
$195
$195
$195
$195
$195
$195
$195
$195
$195
$195
$195

Fee after
Jan. 17:
$210
$210
$210
$210
$210
$210
$310
$210
$210
$210
$210
$210
$210
$210
$210
$210
$210
$210

Musical Theater

Students will learn and explore through traditional
Experience the joy and fun of participating in
ASL is a fun, interactive, hands-on second
This class will focus on bully
scenes and songs from well-known musicals.
and untraditional methods of painting, drawing,
language! Learning ASL has many cognitive
prevention and selfBuild self-confidence and skills that will assist you
printmaking, and sculpture to create colorful
benefits such as higher abstract and creative
defense while helping
in every aspect of school and beyond. We sing,
masterpieces of ocean life and surf. Using the
thinking, better problem-solving, better listening students gain confidence in
Elements and Principles of Art, students will
skills and greater academic achievement.
their physical abilities using act, play and move. All students will be cast and
coached in the scenes with a culminating
embark on a journey of self-expression. Students Students will present what they have learned at
Brazilian Jiu Jitsu.
performance the last class period!!
will learn artistic concepts such as color mixing,
the end of the session.
Digital Media and Film
value, perspective and pattern.
Safari Science Adventures
Come and get an introduction to the
Breakdance 101
“Ride the Wave” Art with Mrs. Epps
We are hunting down the weird, unusual,
world of digital media. Learn to create
Learn this dynamic and
and the strangest things in science! We’ll
Students will create art works based on the
and edit photographs and video while
entertaining form of dance!
journey to find the most dangerous animals
ocean theme. Students will learn about artists
working on your own music video.
Students will be introduced to the whose subject matter involved the ocean or
on earth including blow fish and sea snails.
Surfeo Safari (Español)
world of breakdance and learn
We’ll explore the science behind spider
surfing including Hokusai and John Van
Immerse your child in the Spanish language. webs, exploding candy and snot! If it’s weird
moves like TopRock, Six-Step,
Hamersveld. Students will experience a
Instructional focus is on building Spanish and it’s out there, Safari Science Adventure
Freezes, Swipes and more!
variety of mediums including clay, collage,
vocabulary, conversational dialogue and
will track it down. Join our expedition!
printmaking, colored pencils, pastel chalk, cultural awareness. We’re going to be learning
acrylic and tempera paints.
about surf and life in ocean including animals,
plants and climate!

Basketball

Learn all the skills it takes to be
a master on the court! Learn
how to improve your shooting,
passing, catching and
rebounding skills! The Instructor
will teach you about player
positioning, dribbling, ball
handling and team concepts.

Salsa Dancing

Get your dancing feet ready for this upbeat Latin
Ballroom Dance-Salsa! Students will enjoy
learning west coast style or "On 1" ballroom
salsa. They will get a feel for basic ballroom
technique such as how to lead and follow, and
basic dance technique including such things as
dance posture, pointed toes, and spotting. No
previous dance experience required.

